[Effect of brietal and gamma-OH on the bioelectric activity of the cerebral cortex and deep temporal structures in SEEG studies in patients with epilepsy].
Eleven SEEG investigations were analysed in patients with temporal epilepsy after separate intravenous injection of Brietal and gamma-OH. The authors discuss a modification of the background activity and pathological seizure discharges in the cortex and deep structures of the temporal lobes. Attention is called to an evident increase of the quantitative and qualitative elements of excitation or manifestation of seizure activity not present previously. The activating effect of the these preparations on the pathological bioelectric activity without presence of clinically observable seizures suggests the possibility of existence of inhibitory mechanisms at the levels below the cortex and limbic system, probably in the reticular system of the brain stem. It was found that in the used doses the administration of both preparations was completely safe. Brietal and gamma-OH are good preparations facilitating more accurate diagnosis of epilepsy.